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i	  
ABSTRACT 

 This thesis examines, details, and evaluates the process used while 

executing the scenic design for a production of Spring Awakening, produced by 

Temple University’s Department of Theater.  I will discuss each part of the design 

process as well as the technical rehearsal process and evaluate the choices 

made. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

PERSONAL JOURNEY & DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

I have always enjoyed controlling my environment.  Losing control of my 

surroundings triggers my anxiety and creating order out of chaos helps me to 

manage those feelings of nervousness.  From a young age I loved playing with 

blocks and creating new and exciting environments for my sister’s dolls.  I never 

really enjoyed playing with action figures but I would spend hours constructing 

elaborate worlds from blocks and clay and then project myself into them. 

I started to develop an interest in theatre during my freshman year of high 

school.  Like most high school aged boys I was mostly concerned with the ratio 

of single girls to myself and it seemed as though drama club was the best 

possible situation.  After hanging out in the auditorium long enough it was 

inevitable that I was cast in a production of Hamlet.  Shakespeare has since 

always held an important place in my heart and I still enjoy seeing Hamlet 

performed.  I would never consider myself an actor though, as the stress of 

auditions and memorization were enough to keep me up many nights during 

those years. 

Every Saturday we would hold work calls (as most schools do) where we 

would build and paint the sets for the current production.  By my junior year, I 

was tired of following other people’s orders and thought that I should take a crack 

at the design side of things.  Fortunately, I was attending the only performing arts 

high school in an otherwise culturally barren rural county and we had an 
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excellent support staff.  Jon Lee (our technical director) guided me through my 

first design; a slightly clumsy imagining of Southern Girls that basically 

implemented all the platforms and flats that our school owned. 

At the center of the haphazard pile of levels, I placed an overtly phallic, 

19-foot tall holly tree that I had quietly removed from my parents’ backyard.  The 

entire composition was unrefined and slightly unfocused but the process was an 

amazing learning experience and on opening night I was transfixed on the actors 

and their interaction with a world that I had been able to create. 

My junior year of high school I approached Lee and asked him if scenic 

design was a thing that I could actually take on as a profession.  He told me 

about his own journey in design and his MFA process and how there was 

another world within theatre that followed the teachings of people like Appia and 

Ming. Jon told me how these designers share my desire to harness and focus the 

energy of an empty stage and to provide a physical underscore for the actors. 

I was sold, so the next step was to convince my parents that I could 

abandon my plans of chemistry and actually make a living in the theatre.  My 

parents both come from conservative careers but after a talk with Jon and 

several other artists they gave me their blessing. 

I developed my portfolio for the next year and eventually was accepted 

into the University of Maryland with a full performing arts scholarship.  Without 

the scholarship, Maryland would have been cost prohibitive.  I am grateful to Jon 

for helping me prepare my portfolio and giving me my first introduction to foam 

board and superglue.   
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My preparation allowed me to assist several graduate students while at 

the University of Maryland as well as Misha Kachman and Daniel Conway.  I look 

at these individuals as my primary influence into my aesthetic understanding of 

space and focus.  All came from very different backgrounds so I was allowed to 

pick and choose among their styles and teachings, as varied as Soviet Russia all 

the way to Rio de Janeiro.  By this point, I understood the language and the 

technical skills of scenic design but I had yet to start to develop my personal 

style. 

After a frantic application process for graduate schools, Temple University 

and Brandeis University emerged as my primary candidates.  Eventually, only 

Temple remained.  I made the move to Philadelphia and decided that I would try 

to find my place among the hundreds of emerging artists in this city.   

After two years of design classes and professional assistantships I was 

told in May of 2012 that I would be designing Spring Awakening.  

 

INITIAL THOUGHTS 

Spring Awakening has always held a special place in my theatre life, as it 

was the first Broadway musical that I ever saw.  After seeing the show in 2008, 

the songs had firmly been stuck in my head for at least a month afterwards.  As I 

pointed out earlier, I had started in theatre through Shakespeare and have 

always enjoyed designing the classics.  But during that trip to New York back in 

Spring 2008, I realized that musicals could potentially share several parallels with 

Shakespeare.  In Shakespeare, locations are described in the text, which frees 
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the designer from much of the burden of over-specific design.  In musicals, the 

actors emote to the point where they can no longer contain their feelings in 

normal speech and break into song.  The audience accepts these breaks in 

reality and so the scenic designer can ride this wave of suspended disbelief to 

subtly introduce some metaphors of their own. 

I was envious of the designers on Broadway who got to play with such 

powerful music and lyrics and tell their own version of a timeless story.  

After I was told that I would be designing Spring Awakening for my thesis I 

was told that I would be working with director, Peter Reynolds; lighting designer, 

Chris Hetherington; and costume designer, Rachel Coon. 

This team worked out considering that most of the nights that I found time 

to go to a bar; these were the other three people that would join me. 

Unfortunately, the actual show/designer assignment process in Temple 

University’s theatre department is always in flux and official announcements are 

usually postponed until the initial deadlines are imminent.  For this reason, I 

learned of my assignment through undergraduates who had heard during a 

public announcement to the student body.  Nevertheless, I was still excited to be 

working on such a large project along with a solid creative team that I already 

knew got along well and shared many artistic opinions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SPRING AWAKENING: A BRIEF BACKGROUND 

Spring Awakening is a rock musical with music composed by Duncan 

Sheik and its book and lyrics written by Steven Sater. The musical is actually 

based on a controversial German play Spring Awakening, written in 1891 by 

Frank Wedekind.  The play was banned in Germany soon after it was written 

because of its inclusions of themes such as abortion, homosexuality, rape, child 

abuse and suicide. The musical is set in late-19th century Germany and tells the 

story of a group of teenagers beginning to discover their own sexuality as they 

come to terms with their gradual loss of innocence. In the musical, the lyrics are 

set to a driving score of folk-infused rock. 

The original script was worked and reworked in the late 1990s as the 

piece was tweaked at various workshops and concerts before it debuted off-

Broadway.  The original Broadway production of Spring Awakening opened at 

the Eugene O'Neill Theatre on December 10, 2006. The original Broadway cast 

included Jonathan Groff, Lea Michele and John Gallagher, Jr.  Director Michael 

Mayer and choreographer Bill T. Jones led the original creative team. The 

original Broadway production won 8 Tony Awards, including Tonys for Best 

Musical, Direction, Book, Score and Featured Actor. The production also won 4 

Drama Desk Awards as well as the original cast album receiving a Grammy 

Award. 

The Broadway production was obviously quite successful and it led to the 

development of several other productions including various US productions, a 
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series of international productions, and a short run of a West End production that 

won 4 Laurence Olivier Awards including Best Musical. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN COLLABORATION 

DIRECTION 

I met Peter Reynolds my first year of Graduate School as a result of my 

friendship with his partner, Brandon McShaffrey.  At the time, Brandon was a 

graduate student in the directing concentration and we hit it off right away.  At the 

time, I was growing increasingly alienated by my surroundings at Temple and 

was beginning to feel as though I had made an awful mistake in coming to 

Temple and not just taking my chances in the professional world. 

My last bit of parting advice that I had received from my former mentor, 

Daniel Conway was that everyone hates his or her grad school.  Conway told me 

that it is about the time spent during those three years and what you push 

yourself to achieve.  Dan’s last words to me as his student was to not get lost in 

the shuffle or else no one would ever remember me as a professional scenic 

designer or even an artist in general.  He told me that it was up to me to motivate 

myself and to never accept my own work. 

My first year at Temple consisted of only one design class and what can 

only be described as remedial drafting classes.  Aside from an excellent 

rendering course, my only solace came in my friendship with Brandon and Peter 

as they tolerated my often-sour demeanor and general discontent. 

My depression deepened as the year wore on and I felt more and more 

distant from the professional world and elite circles of design.  Those circles were 
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already so far from my grasp and I felt as though I had completely ruined my 

chances for making anything that may happen to be confused with art.  As each 

day wore on and I spent more weeks constructing sets in the shop, my network 

seemed to dwindle and communication soon slowed and stopped altogether.  It 

was about that point that I put serious thought (and a couple emails) into the idea 

of transferring out of Temple University and finding some other institution. 

Luckily though, nothing came of these thoughts and I stayed at Temple 

and, more importantly, Philadelphia. 

My friendship with Peter Reynolds and Brandon was strengthened when I 

received my first design assignment from the department.  In Fall 2010 I was to 

design the set for Richard III and Brandon McShaffrey would direct it.  One can 

imagine my happiness after I learned that I would be designing one of my favorite 

genres with my new friend. 

So then, in May of 2012, I was ecstatic to find out that Peter and I would 

finally get to work together on a project. And of all the possible musicals, I would 

get to collaborate with Peter on a visceral, personally relevant piece such as 

Spring Awakening. 

In our earliest conversations, Peter expressed his desire to create 

something meaningful and alive.  Peter did not want to merely copy what has 

been done before (as some directors have been known to do).  He wanted to 

create something original and ephemeral.  We would not discount everything 

from the original Broadway production though.  After all, it is hard to argue with a 

production that was work-shopped and thought out so extensively. 
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Peter directed our attention to a single book in particular that would help 

many decisions in the course of our production (though mostly regarding the 

costume design).  A Purple Summer by Steven Sater is a collection of reflections 

made by the lyricist with invaluable insight into the original intentions of both 

Sater and Sheik.  In his book, Sater approaches each song, one at a time, and 

translates his lyrics and words to the reader.  This is particularly useful as Sater 

is quite adept at creating colorful and moving metaphors and allegories.  The 

audience listens and receives the music but at times the original intentions of 

Sater can be lost in his artistic mixture of adjectives and nouns. 

This sort of verbal synesthesia creates boundless images within the 

audiences’ minds but it can lead to slightly confusing design conversations.  By 

referring to Sater’s notes, it kept all of us on the same page and created a launch 

pad for all other developments and conversations.  It was an excellent way to 

make a baseline in which all our efforts were firmly rooted. 

The conversations we had with Peter were always fair and open.  In some 

other shows, the director became something of a creative tyrant, where his or her 

vision became the focus of the entire team and as a designer I felt more like a 

draftsman.  In those situations, I usually kept my head down and looked for the 

little things to call my own and to live out my creative needs.  Luckily, this was not 

the case with Peter. 

The songs and words of the show became the most important thing in our 

talks and meetings.  I always got the impression from Peter that he felt it was 

some type of personal responsibility to tell the stories of these characters and we 
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all had to remember not to get in the way of that fact.  Perhaps it was the nature 

of the subject matter, with its universal themes of sexual discovery and soulful 

angst.  Ultimately, Peter and I shared an intense reaction to Spring Awakening 

and we were able to channel those emotions into a collaborative process that 

was one of my best to date. 

  

 

LIGHTING DESIGN 

Chris Hetherington had worked on two shows prior to Spring Awakening 

although I did not get to collaborate on either of those.  Chris and I had entered 

grad school at the same time and luckily we both shared our initial reaction to 

Temple.  Chris had graduated from University of the Arts in Philadelphia some 

years prior to entering school and so he had been working professionally in the 

mean time.  It was only natural then that we spent a lot of time hanging out in 

Center City during our first semester.  I can remember specifically many 

evenings at a bar on 22nd and Market where we would discuss the events of the 

day and how we had both coped with the latest disappointment or lost contract.  

So, as with Peter, it was great news to hear that Chris would be designing the 

lights for Spring Awakening. 

Chris and I had shared several classes including our lighting and scenic 

design studios so we were already familiar with our individual processes.  We 

were both fond of pushing each other and avoiding complacency, as it was easy 

to do a little bit less on some evenings our first couple years of grad school.  I 
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knew that whatever we were going to come up with would be something that 

would push the limits of both our shops as well as our budgets. 

Fortunately, I knew that Chris was extremely proficient with the current 

computer rendering techniques and could program very efficiently.  Our first 

conversations were broad strokes and general spacing issues that we needed to 

solve quickly before we moved on to any other step.  As we solved each problem 

the lighting design became more clear and obvious, which is something that I 

strive to reach with a lighting designer. 

I am of the common belief that a fantastic scenic design can be utterly 

destroyed by a poor lighting design.  I take that a step farther though and say that 

bad lighting design is often the fault of the scenic designer.  It should be the 

scenic designer’s task to create a sculpture on stage that creates such an 

obvious need for lighting that the lighting designer cannot miss the original 

intentions.  In this way, the scenic designer assumes the role of the lighting 

designer momentarily and must think in terms of shadow, directionality, and 

color. 

With these tenants in mind, most of my conversations with Chris were 

entirely collaborative and open.  What Chris does not know is that initially Peter 

and I had a conversation where we discussed candidly how easy it would be for 

a lighting designer to be seduced by the rock music of the piece and turn the 

stage into a concert venue.  There are countless videos of such productions 

online and Peter and I spent a fair amount of time analyzing those as well as 

even the Broadway version, which incorporated dozens of multicolored neon and 
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fluorescent tubes on the back wall of the set.  These instruments provided a 

great deal of visual interest but Peter and I both agreed that they also tended to 

draw the attention away from the action and towards the back wall.  That is 

definitely a problem when you consider that the entire focus of the play comes 

down to small, almost imperceptible nuances between one or two characters at a 

time. 

So in that initial meeting with Peter it was agreed that I must provide a 

strong voice in the conversations involving Chris and to “control the rock” as it 

began to be called.  To do this I established early on with Chris that I would do 

my best to focus the enormous space of Tomlinson but I needed his help to iris 

the space in even further at times.  We also made it clear though that at some 

points the stage needed to erupt with light and kinetic energy.  Kinetic energy is 

difficult to achieve with static lights though so Chris made the point that he would 

most likely need to rent several moving lights to achieve the rock we wanted and 

also the control. 

Chris also pointed out that the light itself would be a tangible element in 

the architecture of the space.  Once the haze is pumped into the space the 

beams from the instruments would be among and about the actors and could 

communicate a great deal about texture and general feel of the environment.   

So I was given the task to create a design that would somehow sculpt the 

light when we wanted it to but then provide the large space needed for big dance 

numbers.  The space would need to feel intimate at times, and then raucous and 

rebellious at others.  As I will later discuss, it is my belief that I successfully 
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integrated the instruments themselves into my design and approached my set 

itself as a gobo through which the light would affect the characters. 

 

 

COSTUME DESIGN 

Among the design assignments, I feel that the costume design for Spring 

Awakening was the most challenging.  So it was with great relief that I learned 

that the costume designer on our team would be my friend and roommate, 

Rachel Coon.   

Like Chris Hetherington, Rachel Coon entered grad school the same year 

as I did so we had already bonded for the previous two years.  Rachel attended 

undergrad at the University of Ohio so we had similar backgrounds coming from 

large state schools with strong programs in design.  Like Chris, Rachel had taken 

a couple years off between her undergraduate education and graduate school.  

In that time, Rachel spent time working at a professional costume shop and was 

used to a high level of execution and efficiency. 

For all those reasons, Rachel fell in quite easily with Chris and me and it 

made the process that much more fruitful.  It was also very helpful to have 

Rachel as my roommate, so any spur the moment question or brainstorm could 

be followed out to its conclusion immediately without any emails or phone calls. 

Aside from our many jokes about Rachel being from the Midwest, Rachel 

also shared our views about the play’s themes and felt a strong connection to the 

work.  Spring Awakening centers around the lives of several repressed, 
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misunderstood adolescents.  All of these young people are school aged (though 

not all in school) so it is a natural leap of the imagination to picture these 

students in the traditional, late 19th century school garb with knickers, 

suspenders, and coats included.  The reason I see this task as difficult is 

because of the young designer’s natural reaction to approaching such a codified 

system; to resist and reinvent. 

Rachel’s challenge was the same challenge that we all face but it was 

especially difficult for her.  We all wanted to make this play our own and be able 

to put our mark on the picture.  Chris and I could approach that picture from 

several different avenues and adjust our visual language as we needed to.  

Rachel was asked to costume the characters and create identities for each voice 

on stage while still adhering to the strict limitations of late 19th century dress.  

Rachel had to keep herself from being different just for the sake of being 

different.   

Of course, we did not start our conversations with Rachel from the 

perspective of just duplicating the Broadway costume design.  We wanted 

Rachel to have the freedom to create and arrive at whatever conclusions she 

reached.  Of all the designs, Rachel’s would have to be the most subtle and 

based in historical accuracy.  We agreed that the success of the play comes from 

the balance and contrast between the powerful, driving rock music and yet the 

characters are firmly planted in historical period.  The lights and the set could 

exist in a netherworld of metaphor and visual spectacle, but the costumes would 

anchor the characters into the realm of historical fact.  Without this relationship, it 
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is likely that our audience would have undergone a Brechtian transformation and 

distanced themselves too much from the action.  Or worse, the audience would 

have been alienated to the point where they would lose their connections with the 

universal story that we were trying to tell and completely detach, at which point 

they would focus entirely on the theatricality of the piece. 

We all agreed that it was very important that the audience must be drawn 

towards the stage, creating a complete communion with performer and audience 

member where a true cathartic experience would grow.  So, to costume the 

character in anything other than the appropriate dress of the day would have 

been a great disservice to the entire process. 

Rachel reached this conclusion and poured herself into the details of the 

period.  By focusing in tightly enough it was her goal to find the key sparks of 

individuality between the characters and so bring them more to life.  It was less 

about their theatricality as it was about finding the details that develop over the 

lifetime of a real person and then capture that on stage to bring that person to life 

for 2 more hours. 

It was a couple days before the auditions that Peter dropped a bomb on 

the entire production team but a bomb especially for Rachel.  Because there was 

such interest in the department, Peter made it known that he would double cast 

the entire production except for the two adult roles.  I did not know yet how 

drastically this decision would affect me but I will discuss that later in chapter 4.  

For Rachel, the effects were immediate.  A double cast means double the 

number of costumes or, more poignantly, half the money for each costume. 
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Rachel had several serious discussions with her advisors and then 

concluded that the design was still feasible with a slight alteration: the jackets 

that were to be worn by all the boys would be cut.  With the money that this step 

saved, Rachel would be able to dress the additional students.  I know that Rachel 

had a difficult time making the decision but in retrospect, there really was no 

other choice to make.   

	  
	  
	  

SOUND DESIGN AND MUSIC DIRECTION 

Sound is obviously an important component to the design process of a 

musical.  Spring Awakening poses challenging issues regarding mixing and 

balancing between numbers that range from slow ballads to boisterous rock and 

roll.  The sound designer for our production was Susan Adelizzi.  I had never 

worked with Susan before this show.  From what I saw, she did a very solid job 

with the given circumstances.  

Unfortunately, Tomlinson’s wiring has many ghosts within its miles of runs 

back and forth from the stage to the booth.  The fact that Susan (with the help of 

her engineer) were even able to get sound out of the speakers after years of 

disrepair is a testament to her dedication.  Temple normally hirers an outside 

designer for each musical so there is always some type of learning curve 

involved with the space. 

Normally, I am absolutely against microphones on actors and I believe 

that they must support properly and hit the back row.  I am always distracted by 
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wireless mic packs and I consider them to be crutches for the vocally weak.  

However, when it comes to a musical like Spring Awakening, microphones 

become a necessity. 

The first part of that necessity comes from the general levels involved with 

the music as well as the type of instrumentation.  With five or six musicians on 

stage in addition to a full drum kit, there would be little hope for anything to be 

heard from the singers.  Luckily though, the genius in Spring Awakening is that 

the use of handheld microphones lends itself perfectly to the rock show motif.  As 

the characters begin their powerful numbers, they produce a microphone from 

one of their pockets or are provided with one by their cast mates.  This action 

heightens our anticipation of the coming number as well as underscores the fact 

that we are about to enter into a highly presentational moment. 

Bryan DeSilva and John Daniels shared the duties of music direction for 

Spring Awakening.  Looking back, it is probably a good thing that we had two 

musical directors for this production considering the fact that we had two casts.  

The set up allowed both casts to be rehearsed simultaneously with some actors 

receiving direction from Bryan while others being directed by John. 

From what I gathered from the cast, they appreciated the extra attention 

and it prevented anyone from feeling lost in the very large combined cast 

rehearsals.   

My only regret about the situation is that the split responsibilities made it 

difficult to get a definitive answer on important matters.  The matter that most 

directly affected me was the size and location of the band.  When I initially read 
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the libretto, I made note of the number and estimated size of the different pieces 

in the band.  I used those calculations and my discussions with Peter to place the 

band in my ground plan and even in the model.  The issue became a problem 

when the exact final number and size of the band kept fluctuating even into tech 

week.   

As I saw the band settle in and become increasingly spread out it became 

obvious that our original footprint would not be sufficient.  I had developed 

contingency plans for that situation but it was definitely frustrating that I was not 

able to get an answer regarding the band at an earlier point in the process.  

Having dealt with coordinating a band in a show before, I can appreciate the 

unpredictable nature of musicians and I sympathize with both Bryan and John. 

Aside from those complications, getting to work with Bryan and John was 

a great opportunity and they were both very open to creative discussions.  It was 

obvious that they both had the music deep under their fingernails so they were 

perfect references when any of us had questions regarding intent or the 

mechanics of the piece.  That resource would become even more important later 

on when we entered tech and Chris had an immense amount of programming to 

accomplish.  Bryan and John were able to direct and cue up precisely the 

needed measures during “cue to cue” so that we could program the show to a 

very high degree of accuracy.   

They both saved us a significant amount of time from their familiarity with 

the music as well as their control of both casts.  Along with Peter, they could 

orchestrate the complete swap from one cast to the other usually in the time it 
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would take Chris to ready his next cue stack and set himself to continue.  That 

level of efficiency allowed us to not only get through the “cue to cue” without 

incident on the Saturday of tech, but also allowed us to run through the show 

twice on Sunday (once with each cast).
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CHAPTER 4 
DESIGN PROCESS 

GORGANZOLA CHIPS 

After I found out that I would be designing Spring Awakening I began my 

usual preliminary steps.  One issue that I have to always contend with is a sort of 

transference between ideas that I accidentally expose myself to from original 

stagings.  Even though I usually prefer to keep myself away from those previous 

production photos, I do sometimes find them to be useful for overarching ideas 

and inspiration.  So at the beginning of every design process I face a choice 

about whether or not to search out those images or to avoid them.  I find that 

there is always a danger in refusing to acknowledge moments of genius in prior 

designs. 

When it came to my experience with Spring Awakening I did not have 

much choice in the matter.  The theatre world is inundated with images of several 

productions of Spring Awakening.  This problem is compounded considering that 

the touring company makes its rounds throughout the country regularly.  Add to 

that the fact that a small local regional theater had also just produced a version of 

Spring Awakening and that meant that there was no chance that I would be able 

to avoid some type of exposure. 

All of this was a moot point though because I had seen the Broadway 

production of Spring Awakening only 6 years prior to receiving my assignment.  

Like I pointed out before, the Broadway production consisted of a lot of brick, 
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audience seating on the proscenium style stage, lights integrated into the walls, 

and a floating platform with painted tree motif that rose from the stage during the 

end of Act 1 (the infamous sex scene).  I watched with bated breath during the 

performance in that actual last row of the theatre, so far from the action that it 

was not until the next day that I found out there was nudity in the show.  I cannot 

know how much of this production was burned into my subconscious, but after 

the show opened I would occasionally recall parallels between Broadway and our 

show. 

So I started my self-imposed media blackout of all things Spring 

Awakening.  I checked the production calendar and found that the rough design 

deadline was fast approaching and it was imperative that I start my own design 

process along with the conversations with Peter.  This was late April and the 

beginning of May.  Appropriately, Spring was springing and it was very difficult to 

focus.  I knew that I would be leaving for summer stock at the end of the month 

and Maine is not a very accessible place.  I would need to get as much done 

prior to leaving as I could and try to nail down any details I couldn't solve with 

emails. 

I texted Peter and scheduled our first get together at a local bar that we 

frequented together, “Coco’s”.  In the time before our first meeting, I dug up my 

old notes from seeing the original production and found the old album buried in 

folders on my computer.  Even though it had taken me at least a year to get the 

songs out of my head after first listening to them, I started to listen to the songs 

again.  When I design musicals I like to immerse myself in the musical score and 
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try to listen to it as many times as I can.  By surrounding myself with the 

metaphors and musical phrases of the lyricist and composer I try to let go of any 

preconceptions and critiques that have previously been applied to the play. 

As in most scenic studios, Daniel Boylen often instructed us to read any 

play at least 3 times before our first meeting.  The first reading of the play should 

be merely topical and meant for the enjoyment of the reader.  During the first 

read, I was instructed to take the position of audience member and try to get a 

feel for exactly how the piece flows to the observer.  Boylen discouraged us from 

reading any deeper into a play on the first read.  With Spring Awakening, my first 

reading was without a notebook or anything.  I listened to the music and did not 

read the lyrics.  I allowed myself to have an intimate, unsophisticated experience 

with the script and music. 

Boylen always told us that the second reading of the script should be 

about the actor’s perspective.  In this reading, the designer assumes the role of 

the actor and attempts to capture a little bit of that experience.  In the second 

reading, I allow myself to take brief notes about the reading and any small 

discoveries that I may happen to stumble upon.  In Spring Awakening, I sang 

along with the recordings a little when I felt like it and kept notes on moments of 

building action, climaxes, and objectives for individual characters.  I tried to feel 

myself on stage, surrounded by a void and the music behind me.  I tried to feel 

the insecurities of all the characters but also relate myself to them, using very 

personal experiences from the past.  This reading was a very innate response. 
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The third reading can be many things to designers, but for me it is the time 

that I take the first two readings and try to combine my perspectives.  I take the 

unrefined, uncomplicated responses that I accumulated with my first reading and 

try to resolve those thoughts with the highly analytical yet emotionally charged 

responses I recorded during my second reading.  This reading attempts to bridge 

the gap between the two opposing forces in the theatre; the performers on stage 

and the audience receiving them.  In this reading I try to allow myself to step 

away from the stage and into the void around the action, getting a sense of the 

raw emotional space of the play.  With my reading of Spring Awakening there 

was still nothing concrete this early on. 

So after my third reading and listening to Spring Awakening I attended my 

meeting with Peter Reynolds at Coco’s.  I went ahead and order my favorite 

appetizer, gorgonzola chips with chopped chives and ordered a beer from the 

bar.  In this first meeting, Chris and Rachel also attended but it was understood 

by all of us that this would be a very abstract get-together.  

We kicked off the conversation with my favorite question to break the ice 

on a play, “what do you like about Spring Awakening”.  This is a very simple 

question but it is always a great jumping off point for initial conversation.  Peter 

quickly took the conversation to his focus within the entire piece.  It was obvious 

that he felt personally connected to Spring Awakening as we all did and I am 

sure that assisted in the collaboration.  Peter noted that the central theme for his 

vision of Spring Awakening was not just the loss of innocence, but also the 

repression of sexual knowledge from one generation to the next.  For Peter, the 
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censorship that an older generation places on such important information is a 

timeless theme that occurs over and over.  Even in a plot written over a century 

in the past, the themes were still relevant today.  Sexual repression, discovery, 

loss of innocence and death all still appeal to audiences today and make the 

story in Spring Awakening vital.   

Peter went on to point out that even today the debate about the best way 

to handle sexual education is still raging and creating many unfortunate 

situations around the country.  That night we shared many personal anecdotes 

about our personal experiences with friends’ unexpected pregnancies, abortion, 

sexual awakenings, homosexuality, and untimely death.  From what I remember, 

each of us had some type of connection to one of these themes in addition to 

some type of run in with our parents regarding the subject. 

For me, it was important to begin the entire process from a place of 

honesty and emotional vulnerability.  If we did not tear away a bit of our own soul 

and share it with the group, we could never hope to support the cast as they do 

the same. 

Before the evening got too fuzzy, I remember Peter and me directing the 

conversation towards a few concrete points.  The first point was that we both 

liked the use of audience onstage (as they did on Broadway).  The second point 

was that Tomlinson is such an enormous space that it is vital to somehow focus 

the space down and project the energy into the audience.  Peter’s final point was 

that he wanted to use nudity in the show, as they did on Broadway.  It was 

agreed early on that during the final scene of Act 1 (which much of our 
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conversation focused on) the character of Wendla would expose her breasts and 

Melchior would expose his buttocks.  So we knew from the beginning that Peter 

was not going to pull any punches in his production and wanted to get to the core 

of Spring Awakening.   

I left the first meeting with a few parameters put into place and a solid 

grounding from which to jump off.  My next step would be to slowly sift through 

hundreds of photos and paintings and find my key images to begin a visual 

dialogue with Peter.  The challenge at this point was to resist the urge to jump 

immediately into Tomlinson Theatre and try to solve all the challenges of the play 

at once. 

 

	  
PICTURES OF NAKED PEOPLE 

I got home that night from the first meeting and started to search several 

of my favorite image based search engines.  Before I learned of websites like 

CORBIS and GETTYIMAGES, I relied almost entirely on general searches of the 

entire web.  The benefit of switching to more focused sites like CORBIS is that 

the tags and search key words associated with an image search engine are 

much more targeted.  In general, all the photos found on these sites are 

submitted and compiled by professional artists and photographers so the quality 

is also far superior.  Before I switched to CORBIS, my searches were highly 

random and the image quality was always questionable.   
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My approach to image research usually focuses around my notebooks 

and notes taken during meetings.  I try to latch on to key words and descriptions 

that would yield the most powerful images.  The good thing about the lyrics of 

Spring Awakening is that the lyricist provides some of the most visually powerful 

word play that I have yet experienced in theatre.  From the script, I drew much of 

my color inspiration, including saturated purples and powerfully deep reds.  Early 

spring was also a great source of inspiration, providing greens and vibrant flower 

colors.   

Color was my first step in my visual research.  I pulled several appropriate 

images (provided in Appendix) and tried to make sure they served on at least a 

couple levels.  Simple swatches of a inspirational color has nothing close to the 

emotional response that a well composed image with perhaps a single figure or 

two included.  I knew from my talks with Chris that light would be a prominent 

feature on stage so I also tried to find instances of colored light filtering into 

spaces.  By doing this, I hoped to influence his responses and later searches for 

inspirational images. 

My images for Spring Awakening definitely found some inspiration from 

the human body.  It was quickly becoming apparent that my central moment in 

the production would become the end of act 1 and I needed to somehow support 

that moment of nakedness and vulnerability.  It was a simple matter then to 

amend my searches to include bare skin.  Peter and I both felt a strong 

connection to the earth and organic elements while reading the script and we had 

talked during our first meeting about somehow bringing nature into the 
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discussion.  As I searched for images of skin and the naked human body I also 

tried to incorporate water and earth into those images. 

After finding what I considered some solid images of bodies and images 

within the color palette I was trying to establish, I decided then to turn my 

research towards more concrete architectural forms.  Whenever I create an 

image collage for a production, I like to include a good amount of pure emotional 

response but I also try to incorporate firm physical forms early on to set the tone 

of future conversations. 

The final scene of Act 1 takes place in a hayloft during a thunderstorm on 

a spring evening.  I can clearly remember moments from my adolescence 

growing up in a rural county about the growing power of an approaching 

thunderstorm over fields of soybean or corn.  I was drawn to memories of that 

electricity mixing with the smell of wet earth as drops of rain hung to the tips of 

new buds.  I definitely recall the cool breeze that signals the arrival of the storm 

and then the sound of the rain on the leaky roof of our barn as the remaining light 

filters in through the cracked barn boards. For me, this is what I think of when I 

imagine spring in a small farming town and I tried hard to find the right imagery to 

capture those feelings. 

I started with these more physical image searches by using fairly literal 

search terminology.  I first searched with words like barn, boards, hayloft, field, 

etc.  I took whatever results I received and tweaked the search parameters.  To 

do that I added certain qualifiers to those search terms such as old, worn, 

weathered, ruined, antique, etc.  These results yielded pretty good material 
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because they began to push more towards more emotionally charged images 

and less analytical or journalistic.  At that point I placed the final component into 

the search fields.  These words were what I took away from my multiple readings 

and without explanation would present rather curious search parameters.  For 

example, I took a search like “old barn” and added words like blue, purple, 

smoky, hazy or stormy.  In my experience, these non sequiturs often yield the 

most promising pieces of image research.   

Much of my image research revolved around the lone tree branch or bud 

holding drops of water and the sexuality of the exposed wet body.  This idea led 

to some interesting conversation in our next meeting with Peter and the talk 

quickly turned to our discoveries made after the image research process.  I 

introduced the barn motif as an over arching central theme and proposed the tree 

as a counterpoint.  This second meeting was the introduction of my true 

metaphor that would guide the rest of my decision-making. 

I proposed to Peter that the story that we wished to tell could be 

communicated in the materials and their treatment within the set itself.  As 

humans, we are born into the world in our natural state, naked and unrefined; 

uncontrolled and free.  Throughout our childhood, our parents and other elders 

work tirelessly to control our growth and shape the way that we mature.  After our 

adolescence we enter adulthood and complete the transformation from our 

natural, unfettered forms and become tightly restricted, categorial forms that can 

be easily defined and predicted.  At that point in our lives we begin to propagate 

the same system of control that we strove to resist for our entire childhood. 
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The metaphor then becomes that of wood.  As we are born we are the 

trees.  Trees are free and grow towards the light (the light of God/knowledge) 

and create organic shapes and forms as they each take their path to the canopy 

above.  In adolescence we are the trees harvested from the forest, cut down at 

the right time and sent to the mill.  At the mill the tree is debarked, and cleaved 

and sanded and sawn.  At the mill, the tree transforms from an uncontrolled force 

of natural beauty and becomes a nominal dimension that can be neatly stacked 

and counted and used to build structures with right angles and doors and 

windows and predictable measurements. 

And so we developed a concept.  I did not know how to implement that 

concept precisely but I was confident at this point that I would be able to come up 

with something.  I had to somehow marry the tree metaphor to the restrictions 

that Peter had introduced at our first meeting. 

 

 

SKETCHING ME OUT 

At this point in the process I knew that I had a firm foundation for the 

design but now had to make the leap into physical reality.  Daniel Boylen speaks 

often in his lectures about that moment in design when you have to leave the 

intangible emotional responses gathered together in your research images and 

intellectual metaphors.  That is the moment that you have to actually make some 

hard decisions and create something tangible. 
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My brother is an excellent artist.  I have always been jealous of his abilities 

with any type of media.  It seems as though whatever he picks up he is able to 

deftly wield and create amazing works of art.  Those talents are most certainly 

what led him to his education and career as an architect.   

Unfortunately for me, my skills with a brush or pencil are far less 

developed.  I have never denied this fact, but it still poses some potentially 

crippling limitations on my chances for success in my chosen profession.  

Beyond the realm of napkin sketches, it takes me a prodigious amount of time to 

communicate anything two dimensionally. 

For my entire life I have been intensely fond of sculpture.  Sculpture allows 

my mind to disconnect from my hands and lets me communicate much more 

effectively.  To this end, I have always searched for the best way to sculpt space 

quickly and effectively while still maintaining some degree of artistic integrity 

towards my bigger themes. 

In high school I used primitive and rigid single point perspective drawing 

and did the best I could.  Even back then I realized that I made most of my 

discoveries regarding space and form while in the model.  In college, I continued 

to refine my model building techniques and became faster.  I would supplement 

my sketches with detailed models and spent many nights on those pieces.  It was 

also in college though that I encountered my first computer assisted drafting 

programs as well as programs involving 3D modeling.  First with MAYA and then 

with VECTORWORKS 3D, I realized that if I could perfect my skills with these 

programs I could generate renderings and other information from work done in a 
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virtual 3D space.  The renderings can be printed as line drawings to give the 

designer a rough skeleton of perspective on which to watercolor and sketch the 

other details of a drawing that breathe life into an effective rendering. 

After I left the theoretical world, I began a series of rough ground plans 

that were true napkin sketches.  Boylen always tells us to remember to stay 

within the space as we generate drawings so I like to keep a small sketch of the 

ground plan next to any renderings I do.  Soon after my first napkin sketch I 

jumped into VECTORWORKS.  I knew what I wanted to create and communicate 

in my mind so I considered there to be little danger in being limited by the 

computer.   Eventually, I discovered precisely the opposite.  I was designing 

structures and forms that would be nearly impossible to communicate without the 

aid of computers. 

I knew that Peter wanted to seat the audience on stage and that we 

needed to push beyond the proscenium into the house.  The thrust would 

become the bridge between the audience and the action and would be 

surrounded with seating banks.  The thrust needed to be large enough to 

accommodate a full cast dance number and still have room for the band to be on 

stage.  I also had to keep my metaphor in mind.  With all of these things in mind I 

had to create a quick way to effectively sketch these forms and communicate the 

design process to Peter.   

It was around this time that my laser cutter began to feature prominently in 

my life.  I was generating rough forms and bodies of shapes in 

VECTORWORKS, pushing the program to its current limits. I did not want to lose 
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anything in translating those forms.  I decided to use a sketch model.  Sketch 

models are fantastic tools to show complex ideas for the stage that may lose 

effectiveness if they are in 2D form.  With the laser, I could build an entire 1/8” 

scale Tomlinson Theatre in an evening and fill it with a draft set for Peter to look 

over and discuss. 

My first sketch model was made out of cheap Bristol paper and glued 

together with superglue.  The model consisted of a simple rectangle representing 

the size of the deck and the location of the on stage audience.  Behind the 

audience banks I wanted to close and focus the space so I placed simple 

rectangles of Bristol to represent some form to later be discovered.  Peter had 

also told me that our seating would be capped at 200 (including those seated on 

stage) so I wanted to create a surrounding experience for the house that would 

somehow tie into the motif on stage and not look like an afterthought. These 

forms became two more rectangles of Bristol, glued into the house of the model, 

flanking the central section. To back the space, I placed another rectangle behind 

the band.  To finish the composition I knew that I wanted something to exist 

above the space.  From the very beginning I wanted to place a single tree bough 

above the space so in order to represent this but still maintain some degree of 

abstraction, I twisted some simple wire and glued it above the thrust. 

As with any sketch, the figures must be included in the composition so I 

cut out an outline of the famous image of Wendla and Melchior sitting, facing 

each other on their knees.  I placed the two figures downstage towards the end 

of the thrust and underneath the tips of the bough. 
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I continued to generate these models and ended up making four in total.  

For me, creating the forms over and over with less abstraction each time helped 

me to find the motif that I was looking for.  At the same time, the models helped 

me to devalue the model as an object itself and to stop fetishizing models as 

works of art.  For years, I had to spend so much time on models and minute 

details that I began to put too much importance in the object itself and forget that 

it is merely a communication device. 

From the sketch models I discovered what exactly those blank pieces of 

Bristol would become and where they would exist in relation to the actors.  I knew 

that the floor would be comprised of wooden boards, preferably rough-hewn and 

laid edge to edge across the entire width of the floor.  The rise would be minimal 

to prevent the visual trip line from the audience to the stage.  The gaps between 

boards would be minimal to prevent physical trip lines for the performers. 

The panels would be comprised of barn boards, their appearance torn 

directly from my visual research.  The panels would float several feet above the 

ground with a slight angle inwards at their tops, compressing the space and 

creating a sense of claustrophobia.  However, unlike actual barn boards, the 

boards on these panels needed to be gapped enough that light could play 

through the boards and effectively light the space on occasion.  This spacing was 

also important so that they could recede away from the play space, creating a 

sort of selective level of presence that would be of great value to Chris. 

These panels and the floor would help to reinforce the tree/birth metaphor 

by their order and position.  The tree would exist at the top of the composition, 
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representing our origin and proximity to God/knowledge and an ideal natural 

form.  The panels would be loosely spaced boards at their tops (close to the tree) 

representing our still wild tendencies and resistance to conformity.  As the panels 

approached the floors, their spacing would become more and more ordered but 

still maintain some gapping.  The floor represents adulthood and its rigid 

conformity.  The floor is the final step in the tree bough’s transformation from a 

wild and organic object to a structured, geometric, nominal object. 

 

 

THE HAND OF GOD 

It was sometime around this point that Chris and I started to talk about 

what we had both been individually working on and how to ensure that we stay 

unified in our concept.  We had shared our research and sketches but Chris did 

not yet know the details that I had arrived at.  We were a couple weeks into May 

and we needed to finalize a few things before our conversations would become 

more distant. 

I showed Chris my “barn panels” as we had coined them and explained 

the materials and the significance in the composition.  It was then that Chris 

shared with me several videos that he had been checking out online.  In the 

videos, lighting programmers (with apparently a lot of free time) had arranged 

approximately 144 ellipsoidal reflector spotlights in a perfect square.  By tightly 

spacing the instruments so that the barrels formed a 12 by 12 square, the 

programmers were then able (with the assistance of their computerized lighting 
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console) to create a pixilated image out of jpeg images or even movies.  The 

resolution of the image was obviously limited by the number of instruments but 

the effect was quite compelling.  Even simple images created fascinating designs 

out of the instruments themselves and the technique was intriguing. 

My fear at this point is an obvious one.  My lighting designer had just 

approached me with the supposed intention of putting 144 ERS instruments at 

the back of the set and face them into the house.  This kind of thing was exactly 

what Peter and I had discussed at the outset of this project and threatened to 

overwhelm the entire composition. 

I began to think of a solution.  The technique was definitely something that 

could have its place in this world and powerful swathe of light sweeping across 

the stage could be stunning.  The trick would be to somehow harness the raw 

power of that many instruments and use the pixel mapping effect judiciously.  I 

was determined not to turn this production into a meaningless rock show with 

piles of haze and flash and trash.   

I took an evening to look at what I had developed to that point and see if 

there was a place for Chris’s idea to be integrated and support the existing 

design.  I looked at the back barn panel, above the heads of the band and 

realized that it would have to be cut if the “light wall” would ever be implemented 

in the design.  Then I realized that it might be possible for the two objects to 

actually coexist in the same location, one serving the other and vice versa.  The 

back barn panel would remain in its original position, above the band and at a 

slight tilt overtop of the space.  The light wall would rest at the same tilt, 
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approximately six inches upstage of the barn panel and shoot through the panel’s 

openings.  To facilitate this, I quickly redesigned the back barn panel and spaced 

the gaps so that they matched up to the grid panel necessary to achieve the pixel 

mapping effect. I made an effort though to not make the alignment obvious, so 

that when you looked at the panel you would still focus on the irregular 

placement of the boards, and not the conveniently regular negative space. 

Now the light wall could live in an ideal location directly behind the action, 

providing what amounts to an enormously powerful backlight as well as a great 

special effect.  But then, masked by the barn panel, the light wall could disappear 

into shadow and not draw attention from the audience.  In our conversations, 

Chris and I agreed that the wall should only be used at moments of high drama 

during the course of the play and should otherwise remain unnoticed.  It was 

agreed after the rough design meeting and before the preliminary design meeting 

that the light wall would remain dark until the end of Act one, when during the sex 

scene, the light wall would slowly raise its intensity in some way and build to the 

point of penetration.   

The light wall turned out to be the missing component from my design 

scheme and metaphor.  The progression of tree to lumber made sense but there 

had to be some sort of ultimate truth in the scheme.  The tree had to come from 

somewhere, and in this way the tree was originating from a wall of pure light; the 

source of knowledge.  This is where we began to coin the phrase “hand of God”.  

The term is a nod to Martha Graham’s “finger of God” which is a widely known 

technique within the lighting community consisting of a strong back diagonal 
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coming from behind the actor’s left shoulder.  Another major difference with our 

light wall was that all the lights were tightly focused on a single spot, downstage 

on the thrust and each light had a tight shaft of light. 

After we decided to go ahead and implement the light wall, Chris came to 

me and let me know that we would have to limit the number of instruments used 

in the wall from the original 100 lights (a 10 by 10 square) to an 8 by 8 grid (64 

lights total).  The inventory could not sustain 100 lights used on just the back wall 

so we were forced to make that concession.  As it stood already, Chris was going 

to have to call in several favors to get free or cheap rentals of all the LED lights 

that he wanted to use.  Moving LED lights were an integral part of his design as 

well as the up light he wanted to use on all of the barn panels. 

And so, with certain concessions and compromises, the hand of God 

would be integrated into the design. 

 

 

WATER WATER EVERYWHERE 

 Towards the middle of May, we approached the final design deadline for 

the scenic design.  By this point, everyone knew what was going on with the 

design and where we stood in the shops and otherwise.  Andrew Laine was the 

TD assigned to engineer and build the show and he was on board with all the 

decisions that had been made so far.  For the final meeting, we would have the 

entire staff and most of the design faculty sitting in and commenting. 
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 Between the rough and preliminary meetings we had introduced an 

element of the design that I had always intended on including but was concerned 

with the reaction that it would receive.  As I stated before, much of my image 

research focused on water and how water hangs from fresh buds about to bloom 

on the limbs of young trees.  Ever since I first imagined myself in that hayloft with 

the thunderstorm quietly rumbling just above, I had pictured rain gently leaking 

through the broken boards in the barn roof.  I then proposed to Peter that during 

the final scene in Act 1 the two leads would be dressed in some lightweight, 

white fabric and while they make love at the climax of the scene it would gently 

rain on the actors.   

 I had a dream one of the evenings that I had been listening to the show 

and the image of a tree limb not just dripping wet with fresh rain.  I pictured the 

limb actually producing the rain itself, the majority of the drops emanating from 

the thinner, tertiary limbs on the bough. 

 I was very excited and drawn to this image as well as the image of both 

characters clinging frantically to one another in their soaked-through clothing as it 

revealed their bare skin.  When I shared the vision with Peter, he was also very 

excited by the idea.  The logistical concerns were not too formidable on second 

examination because the set was simply treated lumber with perfect gaps for 

drainage in that specific location.  The costumes would not be much of a concern 

either considering the cost and availability of undergarments of that variety.  I 

spoke with Rachel about the whole thing and she was also excited about the 

prospect. 
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 The most exciting conversation was with Chris when I brought it up to him.  

He mentioned that there is a lighting affect using a carefully shuttered strobe that 

actually creates the illusion of water standing still.  By dialing the frequency of the 

light flashes using a stroboscope, one can match the terminal velocity of the 

drops and create an incredible effect. This idea is a remarkable one but after a 

series of experiments and careful analysis we concluded that the effect would be 

better used in a smaller venue and that it would most likely be lost in such a large 

space as Tomlinson. 

 But the water idea alone stuck and we made it into the final design 

deadline with most everyone onboard.  It was at that point that the trouble started 

within the deliberations.  Peter had announced after careful negotiation that he 

intended to double cast the show and that meant that every character would 

have to have two pieces built (for two actors) so the point was made that if we 

intended on getting two characters wet at the end of the first act, they would need 

dry undergarments for the second act.  At one time during the final design 

meeting it was alleged that I had not even apprised Rachel of the idea and that I 

was blatantly disregarding the welfare of the actors.   

After no forewarning of any kind, it seemed as if the entire faculty was 

trying to sink the idea.  I will never know what was discussed (if anything) prior to 

that final meeting or if there was ever some type of personal vendetta against me 

or my design choices.  Regardless, I received an unfair and unwarranted amount 

of criticism during that meeting and it was the first time in at least a hundred 

meetings that I actually lost my temper.  My biggest frustration was that all of the 
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concerns that were being brought up were purely logistical issues and nothing 

that ever should have been discussed at a design meeting.  Personally, I feel as 

though too many people are allowed to attend the design meetings at Temple 

University and it tends to create a tense atmosphere where politics and other 

useless issues are brought into what should be purely artistic conversations. 

But regardless of the causes, I was dumped into a ridiculous conversation 

about laundry and fabric costs and whether or not they would be able to mop and 

towel off the actors during intermission.  My anger boiled over when certain 

faculty members accidentally revealed through further conversation that they 

were not even aware that the scene contained only two people and that it was 

immediately proceeded by intermission. 

I maintained something of a composure until after the meeting when I was 

finally able to vent to my fellow designers and get a drink.  By the end of the 

meeting, my water scheme was completely challenged but then left on the table, 

a move that only made me believe more that there were ulterior motives to the 

entire conversation.  I stopped the chatter and forced the meeting to return to 

topic since neither the impotent production manager nor the undergraduate stage 

manager had successfully guided the conversation to a resolution.  I confronted 

the faculty and announced that the water would be cut and not included in any 

version of the design. 

To this day I hope that my assumptions about the motives behind that 

meeting are wrong and that it was merely an example of too many cooks in the 

kitchen, but regardless, the exchange underscores the difficulty in producing 
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challenging art in an institution like Temple University where no one talks to each 

other and apparently they do not read the scripts either. 

We approached the long summer, the water idea lay in the wayside along 

with Rachel’s jackets but the vast majority of our design remained.  Without the 

water, the hand of God and the pixel mapping would become the central focus to 

that final climactic moment to act 1 and it meant that I would have to rely heavily 

on Chris’s programming and design talents.  There was one final mention of the 

raining tree during my portfolio review after the semester came to a close.  The 

costume shop manager made it clear during my critique that she was firmly 

behind the idea and that she believed it had been unfairly attacked during the 

previous week’s meeting.  I heartily agreed and thanked her for her support.  At 

least at that point I knew for sure that my key image hadn’t been killed due to a 

lack of towels. 

 

INTO THE SHOP 

The first time one caveman decided to put an addition on his cave and 

needed to tell his caveman crew how to do that, the world has known what plans 

are.  At Temple University, we have made some strides since those cavemen 

drew lines in sand.  According to the department guidelines, certain documents 

have to be generated and presented to the scene shop in order for us to fulfill our 

design assignment contracts.  I use the word “contract” loosely here because no 

such contract actually exists and the hours that we use to fulfill our assistantships 
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are actually derived from both our teaching assignments and our labor in the 

shops. 

I have always enjoyed getting my hands involved with carpentry and 

painting but I have been trying to push away from that type of designer, mostly 

because of my experiences in the professional work.  In those venues it quickly 

became apparent that if I ever wanted to have a sustainable design career I 

would have to pick one of two paths.  The first path would be what I consider 

“theatre as a hobby”.  This is a path that is unfortunately too common in 

Philadelphia and involves lots of hands-on involvement and very little paper work.  

The fees are low and they expect the designer to do every job associated with 

the production.  The process dominates the designer’s time and makes it very 

difficult for the designer to be involved with any other project at the same time.  

These jobs are useless and are easy to become involved with because the 

production team is usually just desperate for labor. 

The second path is the professional designer.  The designer submits well-

organized paperwork and as long as they have done their job well there should 

be very little need for the designer to have to even see the set until it is loaded 

into the space.  This type of job allows the designer to maintain several projects 

at once and actually pay the bills.  The packages that a designer generates for 

these jobs must be thorough and complete because it is inevitable that the 

technical director and staff will pour over every detail of the design. 

And then I was introduced to Temple University Theatre’s idea of 

workflow.  According to our guidelines and requirements, the scenic designer 
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must generate a series of documents and materials.  The designer must provide 

a concept, ground plan, deck plan, centerline section, frontal elevation, scale 

model, paint elevations, and any other detail drafting that would be required to 

construct the show. 

My concept referenced my desire to create an environment where I would 

shape and focus the space using a physical manifestation of my tree metaphor.  

That was about as brief as my concept discussion was and I feel that it was 

satisfactory. 

My ground plan showed as much information as I could but it was slightly 

difficult to actually communicate the angle or true form of the barn panels.  From 

above, the barn panels appeared as a jumble of lines and hidden lines but it did 

provide information about the angle of the panel in relation to centerline.  The 

ground plan also helped show the rough layout of the deck and the way that the 

end of the deck related to the audience and rows of seating.  This information 

was important because we would need to know how many and which seats we 

would have to remove to make room. 

The deck plan that I generated showed the set without any of the barn 

panels depicted.  Generally speaking, a deck plan is meant to show any layout of 

possible risers or platforming in addition to the set’s deck as well.  With the barn 

panels removed from this drafting it allowed me to show the on-stage seating 

risers in better detail, because in the ground plan they were hard to decipher.  

The seating platforming had to be negotiated several times after the shop 

received the drafting because I had to allow for the fall of the fire curtain.  
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Although I provided the shop with documentation showing that the current 

standards for fire curtain clearance are archaic and technically undocumented, 

the Technical Director, Andrew Laine, refused to allow any bending of the “rules”.  

And so, what started as two seating banks (one on either side of the stage) 

turned into four (two on both sides).  The deck plan shows the final orientation of 

the risers and the number of seats that would fit on all the platforms.   

Generally speaking, as a designer I usually like to provide two section 

drafting of the set.  Showing both the stage-right and stage-left centerline 

sections is especially important when the set is asymmetrical.  Since I always 

draft the entire set in 3D, it is a simple matter to generate sections and other 

information.  In the case of a section, I simply change my view to the side and 

copy the orthographic side view from three-dimensional lines into a hidden line 

drawing. 

The same technique I used to draft the section also helped me generate a 

frontal elevation.  The frontal elevation is an orthographic view of the stage from 

the front.  Because of the complexity of the set, this task would have most likely 

been impossible to accomplish had I been hand drafting the set.  The compound 

angle of the set pieces as well as all of their individual components would have 

made the entire task impossible.  After I completed the drafting I became 

completely convinced of the uselessness of hand drafting as a professional 

practice and that it should be relegated to intro-level courses.   

After I completed the series of 1/8th inch scale models, I knew that I would 

have to construct a ¼” scale model of the set.  Since the design was heavily 
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reliant upon the use of barn panels in the actual house, I also knew that I would 

have to not only build the tradition model box with the main proscenium picture 

and fly space, but I would have to also include the house.  Luckily, this task was 

made easy by using the laser to simply cut every rise and then elevate each slice 

to the necessary height.  The box was much larger than any of the other boxes 

I’ve worked on, but they showed the entire scope of the design and made it very 

clear what I intended in the space.  I have discovered in the past that a set piece 

can be easily cut if it isn’t explicitly seen in the model.  I completed the barn 

panels in an evening although without the laser this task would have taken at 

least two full days of labor.  The last piece that I included in the model was the 

tree above the thrust.  To build the model piece I used my tradition tree-building 

technique.  Starting with a simple length of thicker gauge wire, I wind gradually 

thinner and thinner wires onto the first wire until the tree skeleton emerges.  

Upon the skeleton, I slowly wrap and sculpt tissue paper coated in white glue and 

gesso.  Along with the tree, all the barn panels were suspended in the model box 

using brass wire. 

My paint elevations were completed in my regular manner where I 

basically reconstruct a bas-relief version of the set model and paint the pieces to 

mimic the spirit of the final product.  The primary difference from these pieces 

and the paint elevation pieces is that after I paint the latter, I mount them on 

black foam board and attach a swatch of each color I used in the paint process.  

To paint the pieces I first coated them with gesso.  Instead of using traditional 

brush-on gesso, I decided to use my favorite brand of spray gesso to provide a 
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more even coverage of the model piece.  After I allowed the pieces to dry (on my 

living room floor) I turned at first to forms of spray paint.  Spray paints provide a 

wonderfully even coverage of color and higher end varieties can be bought in a 

multitude of colors with very subtle variation.  Some brands even include the 

option to buy different types of spray heads to mimic several airbrush techniques. 

I was not satisfied with my first result so I re-sprayed all the pieces with 

gesso and started over.  After the pieces were dry I decided to use watercolor so 

that the illustration board would have more natural variation over the surface of 

the material.  By letting the colors mix and blend on the surfaces, an organic, 

wood-like treatment was achieved.  I did tweak the look of the wood however and 

tried to push the base tones to a warmer, more vibrant red so that it would be 

able to be manipulated by Chris’s lights more effectively.  If I had simply mixed 

the colors to a brown, there would have been much less control to be had from 

the LED’s that would be placed underneath each panel. 

The most useful plate within the drafting package was the detail 

elevations.  Because there were so many odd angles and positions in the design, 

the only way to communicate the true nature of the set was to go piece by piece 

and break the set down into manageable parts.  Within the elevations plate, I 

took each barn panel and drafted an individual orthographic drawing for each 

piece.  I made careful notes as to the position of each board as well as 

dimensioning all the lengths and distances from one component to the next.   

After I finished generating and checking over all of my paperwork, I added 

my signature to the title block and prepared to print my package.  Before this 
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point, all of the work I had accomplished had been at my apartment.  I work very 

well sitting on my couch with some mindless TV running in the background, 

limiting all my distractions and annoyances.  I have tried to work in the spaces 

provided at Temple University and they are frankly pathetic.  The upstairs studio 

has no shelf space or storage and doesn't even have a stable table to make cuts 

or paint effectively.  I did not know at the time how spoiled I was during my 

undergraduate education when I became used to something as simple as a 

ventilated room with natural light, shelves, cabinets, and an actual worktable. 

My reasoning during the process for Spring Awakening was that if I was 

capable of compiling a superior design package with little to no support from 

Temple University, then I would be able to create that same level of quality on my 

own after graduation.  Temple University’s lack of support (both materials and 

facilities related) also drove me to lower my costs of operation.  In previous 

productions, I would buy the materials and tools that I knew were necessary to 

maintain my level of quality.  This cost was uncompensated and unfair, but I 

absorbed the expenses knowing that I needed to push myself to achieve a 

superior product even though at this point, mediocre is acceptable at Temple 

University. 

So I finally left my apartment and brought my digital copy of the package 

to our “print lab”.  I use that term loosely here because the print lab is actually 

Tomlinson Theatre’s light booth.  The entire lab consists of a single wide-format 

plotter that was manufactured in the mid-1990’s and two computer terminals 

cobbled together out of Dell, Apple, and HP components.  At the time, the 
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computers were not networked to anything and to print, you still have to use a 

missing printer cable.  After the fourth or fifth time I tried to print something in that 

lab and failed due to lack of ink, paper, or a cable, I usually turned to the print lab 

in the tech center on campus.  The problem with that lab is that they charge eight 

dollars per plate and that can quickly add up to over 60 dollars. 

I spent at least a half a day trying to get the plotter to work that day.  

Apparently no one on staff knows how to load paper or check ink levels on the 

plotter so whenever I tried to use that plotter it was always a battle. 

I finally printed my package and prepared to turn in my documents to 

Andrew Laine and our production manager, Matthew Miller.  I was told by 

Matthew not to bother giving him any of the paper work because according to 

him, he would not have time to look at it anyway.  So I gave the package to 

Andrew and asked him to email me if he had any questions. 

Andrew Laine and I had gotten off to a difficult start during my first design 

because I made certain assumptions about the level of engineering that was 

possible in a theatre environment.  Unfortunately, Mr. Laine was a big proponent 

of hand drafting and when my designs rely on a degree of tolerance of an inch or 

so (the width of a pencil line), hand drafting is a pretty terrible idea.  Luckily, after 

a couple epic failures and arguments, Mr. Laine volunteered to take a computer-

drafting course on campus in the architecture department. It is also slightly 

revealing of the department that our own staff cannot take a sufficient level of 

computer drafting course because we do not offer one. 
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Regardless, Mr. Laine quickly gained proficiency with AUTOCAD and 

decided that from that point on he would draft any construction drawings using 

that software.  AUTOCAD is a vector-based program and has a great deal of 

computing power (necessary for large architectural projects) whereas 

VECTORWORKS is actually a shape-based application that is specifically 

designed for the theatrical designer and engineer.  Most importantly, AUTOCAD 

exports a file type known by the acronym “.DWG” while VECTORWORKS 

exports files using the “.VWX” file format.  So obviously, there are some issues 

when the two programs need to communicate.  Luckily, I was able to convert my 

project file into the .DWG file format with some minor alterations. 

In the end, the time spent converting saved a ton of time on both Mr. 

Laine’s count as well as mine.  Andrew was able to take my file and my line 

drawings and fill in any necessary support structures and generate cut lists 

quickly and well dimensioned.  On my side, it saved many headaches that I 

would have otherwise had to deal with from repeated emails and questions.  It 

also saved the entire shop staff time by creating well ordered lists and 

construction drawings that stood on their own with little room for error.  In the 

past, the drawings would be scanned and copy with questionable scales and 

dubious measurements.  Many of the design decisions had to be made on the fly 

in the shop and the designer had to be closely integrated into the actual build 

process.  As a result, I noticed that eventually designers took less and less time 

perfecting their design packages and turned instead to conversations in the 
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actually shop.  The problem with this system is obvious and trains the young 

designers to rely on bad habits and a mediocre package to complete a design. 

For this process, I had a lot of hope for the inter-shop relationships and 

thought that the build would be a relatively straightforward process.  

Unfortunately, the devil is in the details, and there still were a few issues during 

the build. 

The first problem to arise in the shop was the materials to be used on the 

barn panels.  In my package, I noted that the wood that would be used to build 

the panels would have to be distressed and so ideally, the wood should start out 

in a fairly rough-cut condition.  I specified that rough-cut poplar wood is definitely 

cheaper than sanded and planed no. 2 fir or southern white pine (the 

predominant lumbers of home supply warehouses and large lumberyards.  

Nonetheless, Andrew went ahead and computed all of the cut lists and lumber 

orders based off of the assumption that we would be using sanded and planed 

framing lumber.   

When the wood arrived, it was clear that we had spent significantly more 

than necessary in addition to creating more work for ourselves through the 

distressing process.  Luckily, one thing we have a lot of at Temple University is 

undergraduate labor.  Really, the ratio of student to faculty is unethical and the 

amount of hours that we require undergraduates to devote to physical labor is 

borderline criminal.  The fact that out of a student body made up of over 300 

students only has on average 5 to 10 design and production majors is a telling 

situation as to the state of our undergraduate design track. 
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Regardless, when I saw the piles and piles of 1x4 sitting in the loading 

dock, with its pristine edges and clean, clear faces, I was very grateful to have as 

many undergraduate workers as possible.  With some basic instruction, we 

handed the mixture of singers, dancers, and actors a few drawknives, box 

cutters, and chisels.  For that entire week, every time you entered the shop you 

would see a small army of workers peeling, spitting and distressing endless 

amounts of 12 and 16-foot 1x4’s. 

This routine continued for several days while we carefully jigged out the 

steel frame of each barn panel on the rickety shop tables.  Originally the panels 

had been specified to be made out of entirely wood, but a concession was made 

during a talk with Andrew when he pointed out that the structural integrity of the 

framing members was not guaranteed and it had to be considering it was 

hanging over audience and actor alike.  The beauty of the design was in its 

simplicity, because once the frames were cut and the wood prepared, it could be 

quickly T-nailed to the steel frame and then hung. 

Soon the wood was distressed, cut to length and labeled, and the frames 

were welded and set aside.  The next step was to move onto the stage and 

prepare the final push. 

 

 

OUT OF THE SHOP 

 After the wood was cut to length, I made sure that every single piece was 

labeled and corresponded to some form of drafting.  In this way, it let anyone pick 
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up the project and know right away where we stood in the process and where he 

or she could help out.  Tomlinson stage itself serves as sort of an auxiliary shop 

between shows and without the space the shop quickly becomes crowded with 

materials and set pieces.  The first thing to get put up on stage was Chris’s light 

wall because we figured that item would take the most time to coordinate, circuit 

and hang.  We wanted to get it out of the way and off the ground.  The light wall 

went up fairly easily and allowed us to start on several other items at the same 

time. 

 The first item was the deck.  Andrew decided to frame the deck using 

2x6’s on edge spaced every four feet with 2x4’s cut and staggered randomly on 

their faces.  The thrust extension was also framed out of 2x6 and we decided that 

the facing would be comprised of duvetyn and would not have to be hard 

surfaced.  This is a decision that I would later be very grateful for especially with 

the amount of time I spent under that thrust extension during notes.  

 The deck went together fairly quickly, although we had to frequently 

remind everyone that the paint treatment on the deck was going to consist of 

gradual washes and drags and any blemishes or surfaces errors would be very 

visible even after our paint call. 

 Meanwhile, the lumber for the barn panels were laid out on Tomlinson’s 

deck in a random pattern and in as large a quantity as possible.  My reasoning 

for this was that in order to achieve a consistent random look to all the boards, 

they must be treated randomly.  For the show, I decided to paint charge the show 

myself with my assistant helping me.  I have been burned several times by a 
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non-communicative paint charge in the past and I did not want that to happen on 

this show.  Sometimes, there is a wonderful meeting of the minds between 

designer and scenic artist where the artist takes the work and intentions of the 

designer and expounds on those thoughts.  In those situations, the scenic artist 

becomes part designer and can translate paint elevations into full-scale works of 

art. 

 My other reason for not wanting to have someone else paint my show is 

that I know that painting and elevations is a weakness in my abilities.  I have 

painted many shows but I always feel a sense of terror when I first touch brush to 

wood.  And in this case, the washes and treatments were so subtle that I was 

very afraid that any error I made would be obvious.  My fears were compounded 

by the fact that my first wash was a deep crimson wash.  I had conducted full-

scale tests on scraps of 1x4 and knew what to expect but it was still terrifying to 

see the barn panel wood turn bright pink.   

Over top of this wash, I had three more treatments.  The first treatment 

was a slightly desaturated burnt sienna that I brushed on with a soft bristled sash 

brush and one brush with water.  I created an uneven blend over top the pink 

wash that I then sloppily blended an even darker tone into.  This wet blend was 

allowed to dry before I tried to add anything else.   

After the wood was allowed to dry I made two levels of desaturated green 

for a spray.  The green resembled a pea green and I made sure it was sufficiently 

diluted with water to allow it to drag effectively.  In another spray bottle I prepared 

clean water.  The first step in this top spray was to first wet the dry wood and 
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then spray the dark greens simultaneously.  The concentration of spray was not 

too heavy though because I did not intend to cover up the previous scumble.  

After letting both sprays sit for a moment to stain where they fell, I used a new, 

clean brush with a wider head but still soft bristles.  I took the brush and started 

from one end of each board and slowly, gently dragged the brush across the 

entire length.  The effect was a subtle directional graining that at some places 

was almost imperceptible but then in other places along the board it would sit into 

the distressed cracks and accentuated the shadows. 

The deck received the same treatment as the barn panels but with one 

difference.  Since there would be a great deal of action and dancing on top of this 

floor I needed to ensure that whatever treatment was used would remain intact 

for the duration of the run.  Since I had talked closely with Rachel about the 

quality of material to be used in the dresses and other clothing, I knew that there 

would be a distinct possibility of their clothing getting caught and ripped by too 

much distressing. For this reason I did not distress the floor nearly as much as 

the barn panels.   

The exception to this was the very end of the thrust.  The feathered edge 

of the thrust was made out of randomly shortened lengths of the 2x4’s and had a 

jarring regularity.  Once I saw it in the space I decided to break up the visual trip 

line even more and tore about a foot to 2 feet back along the surface of the 

board.  After the wood was removed I made a great effort to sand and form all of 

the edges of the board so that the distress appeared less new and more like 
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natural weathering.  In my mind, this distressing worked with the entire theme of 

an old hayloft and was not out of place.   

 The other special treatment for the floor was that we needed to seal 

the deck to prevent scuffs and preserve the vibrancy of the treatment.  At Temple 

University we have used the same sealant for the last three years with slight 

variation.  The polyurethane/acrylic combination that we buy comes in either a 

gloss, satin, or flat variety.  For cost reasons, we always buy flat and gloss and 

then mix them to our desired effect while cutting them with water. 

The finish that I chose for Spring Awakening was a semi-flat.  It consisted 

of a mixture of mostly flat and a touch of gloss.  The trick with mixing sealants is 

that when mixed in equal parts, flat is more potent and will push the mixture far to 

the flat side of the finish spectrum. 

Deadline-wise we were very ahead of schedule and we were able to get 

the cast on the deck and move some of the band into the space well before tech 

week.  The two side barn panels on stage were the easiest to raise, while the 

panels in the house were fairly difficult because of the uneven terrain.  I was able 

to convince Andrew to purchase new aircraft cable so that we could hang all the 

frames with minimal visual interference.   

 Onstage, the panels had to be perfectly symmetrical and have 

matching tilts.  The laser level was instrumental in achieving that task.  The issue 

persisted though that we somehow had to lock the panels into that orientation 

and also keep the panels safe from wandering audiences’ hands.  Unfortunately, 

the only way to do this was to install a welded pipe from the bottom of the barn 
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panel to a flange in the stage floor.  The pipes provided just enough stability for 

the walls so that anyone accidentally knocking the wall would not be able to 

affect the panel’s orientation. 

 The final big push was the Friday before shop Saturday where we 

carefully raised the largest, central barn panel.  To raise the panel we used a 

single lineset just downstage of the light wall and flew the panel slowly to trim 

height.  To match the light wall’s angle, I then aircraft cabled the bottom of the 

central panel to the middle of the light wall and slowly turnbuckled the panel into 

position.  Luckily, by that point the lights had long since been hung and circuited 

and rough focused to the downstage center of the thrust. 

 The best part about raising all of the panels and having the deck 

finished so early before tech was that we would not have to have a shop 

Saturday like we normally do.  Instead, we had a paint day for just my assistants 

and me.  Paint days are a widely accepted practice in institutional theatre and it 

makes much more sense than trying to cram a full day of construction into a 

Saturday.  On a paint day, you are able to focus entirely on painting and not 

having to watch out for carpenters or electricians crossing stage or needing to 

place a ladder on anything. 

 On our paint day, my assistants and I finished up painting the deck 

after we were able to put the basecoat on it at the beginning of the day.  We left 

that day after we brushed the seal on the entire deck and safety taped off the 

entire space to avoid some errant undergraduates taking a shortcut across 

Tomlinson and ruining our fresh paint job. 
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Fortunately, when we came back in on Monday morning, the deck was dry 

and sealed and no one had accidentally crossed the deck.  With a couple days 

left still before tech, we were able to focus all our efforts on completing and 

raising the tree. 

 The tree was a very challenging welding project that had to wait 

until the shop was empty of all panels.  I hung points in the ceiling (once again 

with the laser level) and marked the height of each point along the tree.  I then 

rough cut all the sections of pipe for the tree with vaguely correct angles.  By 

starting at the pick points, I welded the sections piece by piece until the gaps 

between the points were bridged.  After the schedule 80 pipe was complete, I 

switched to thinner gauge pipe that I bent to rough shape using a hydraulic pipe 

bender.  I would then have my assistants hold the pipe in place while another 

grad student would weld the pipe in place.  Just as in the model, I continued to 

reduce the size of my pipe until the tree’s fractal reduced to about a pencil width. 

 The most time consuming step in the construction of the tree was 

wrapping the branch to achieve girth.  I started with carpet to build the larger 

trunks up faster and then switched to muslin and duct tape to smooth the 

transitions. Once the tree had its general shape, we coated the entire tree in 

gauze and glue to even out the different textures in the “bark”.  The last step 

before hanging the tree was to paint the entire bough using a similar treatment to 

the barn panels but with a slightly darker low light. 
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 After raising the tree on the truss and a single lineset upstage of the 

plaster line, we matched the necessary angle and brought the bough to trim 

height.  After that, we were prepared to begin the tech process. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TECH PROCESS 

 

TECH WEEK: THE SAGA 

Tech week for Spring Awakening was unlike any of the other tech weeks 

that I have experienced so far at Temple University.  The usual process for tech 

is a very jarring experience where we continue to frantically build and paint the 

set.  On several occasions I can recall painting the set the day of opening and 

having to rush off the stage at 5:30 PM while the stage crew rushes on.   

With Spring Awakening, it was refreshing to have the set painted and 

ready a week ahead of time.  The week of tech, we were actually readying the 

shop for the next show.  The electric crews borrowed the majority of the student 

workers and that left our shop relatively empty.  There were many complex cable 

runs and moving instruments used in the show and it was necessary to 

troubleshoot practically all of them before Chris was able to cue the show. 

The majority of my days leading up to tech week were spent assembling a 

pair of lighting scaffolds that would sit at the back of the set behind some 

masking.  The entire stage was masked with black curtains to assist in creating a 

void around the action.  Chris’s spot towers gave him two great positions to 

create striking back diagonal shaft of light into the space. 

During tech, Chris brought in his own programmer to allow him to pay 

closer attention to the actual show and not have to bury himself in the board.  

This decision was great because it meant that I was free to converse with both 
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him and Peter during “cue to cue” and the runs.  At the end of Act 1, when the 

light wall was finally tested out, the effect was incredible.  The lights were 

incredibly bright and the slow build meant that by the end of the scene the two 

figures practically disappeared into a glowing orb. 

Chris and I discussed the different effect options for the light wall during 

“cue to cue” and agreed that the lights should be programmed to pixel-map a 

movie file of dots raining from the top of the frame to the bottom.  The rate 

gradually increased and the streaking lights looked very similar to rain; rain made 

out of light. 

The other major light programming occurred during the song “Totally 

Fucked”, in which the choreography builds and erupts into a raucous dance 

routine.  During the first pass at the number, we realized that the lighting was 

relatively flat and reserved so Chris and I talked and agreed that this song was 

definitely an example of when we needed to “add the rock”.  Chris threw some 

more random movie file onto the back wall and the effect was quite energetic.   

For my part, the biggest contribution I made was helping to solve the 

problem with the low-lying fog machine.  The problem was that the fog for the 

final scene (the ghost scene) was not reaching as far downstage as it needed to.  

The haze machines were working wonderfully, but the fog was doing nothing.  

During shop one day I dragged a fog machine under the thrust deck and created 

a cowl to funnel the fog directly up and through the cracks in the floor.  With 

finesse, Chris programmed the effect into the final scene and created a very 

powerful moment. 
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My favorite moment in tech came out of the final scene, when the entire 

cast gradually builds into a reprise and ends the show holding a formation on the 

deck.  The original moment was an abstract image of a sun slowly rising behind 

the group as they sang and then slowly setting.  Chris, Peter and I decided once 

again to add some rock back into the moment and doctored the light wall effect.  

We kept the sun but when it reached its zenith (timed with the entrance of 

several more singers) we allowed the sun to slowly grow and shimmer as its 

intensity was raised.  We timed the effect so that by the final moments, the entire 

wall was shimmering and providing an amazing backlight behind the entire 

group.  The overall look was very moving and it created that rare feeling where 

your peripheral vision dims and you feel yourself drawn towards the stage. 

 

 

A NOTE ABOUT NOTES 

During tech week, there were several notes that had to be fixed.  I would 

give any note I would notice during the rehearsal process to one of my assistants 

and they would record the information.  The next day, they would write the note 

on the chalkboard in the shop to let everyone know what needs to be done while 

in shop. 

There were only a few major notes given during the tech process.  The 

first note was that the tree needed to receive an additional spray of gloss sealer.  

The seal caught the light and gave the bark more depth and looked wet.  The 

sidelight that Chris used on the tree accentuated those shadow lines. 
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The next note was regarding the center barn panel and its ability to mask 

the light wall.  I had expected the barn panel to cast more shadow on the light 

wall and make the instruments disappear when they were not in use.  

Unfortunately, the lights were very visible and distracting during the entire first 

act.  To solve the problem, I lowered the barn panel and attached a square piece 

of scrim behind the panel but with a slight backset from the boards.  The decision 

solved the visibility issue and created a happy accident in the process.  As the 

lights began to “rain” at the end of Act 1, the scrim created a double image of the 

light source and helped more of the audience to see the effect.  From some seats 

in the audience, the pixel mapping was blocked slightly by a couple boards, but 

with the second hot spot closer to the gaps in the panel, the full effect could be 

seen. 

We had a great deal of issues regarding prop notes because I made the 

mistake of trusting another grad student with the responsibility.  There were very 

few props in the show and I took care of the large ones very quickly.  More 

specifically, the chairs had to be replaced with metal ones, which I found online 

for a price cheaper than most wooden chairs.  Funny enough, the hand props 

were the real issue during the production even though I submitted my usual prop 

paperwork and spreadsheets to the student and his entire props class.  After 

failing several times, I had my assistants step in and supervise most of the 

construction process while I was dealing with actual set notes. 
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OPENING BUT BARELY 

We were quickly approaching opening when I realized that I was about to 

run headlong into a scheduling fiasco.  I knew that my best friend from childhood, 

Josh was getting married on the Saturday after opening.  As best man I had 

made careful arrangements so that I could fulfill my duties to my friend (who I 

had originally gotten into theatre with) and also my desire to see my thesis show 

open.  On the day before opening, I got a lift down to southern Delaware to pick 

up my tux and make the normal rehearsal preparations.  On Friday I rushed 

through the rehearsal at the church and made a quick toast at dinner and then 

convinced my amazing parents to drive me back up to see Spring Awakening 

open.   

My parents agreed and I arrived at opening with about 3 minutes to spare 

until curtain (still dressed from the rehearsal dinner, conveniently).  During 

opening, I was completely enthralled by the acting.  Perhaps it was the day off 

that I had taken, but during the run everything seemed more vibrant and the 

actors seemed to reach a new level of commitment to the action. 

Personally, I do not like to attend the actual openings for the shows I have 

designed, but I usually do show up for any type of reception (to stay social).  It 

would be easy for me to hole up in my apartment behind my computer and forget 

what this whole theatre thing is about.  In the case of Spring Awakening, I 

sincerely wanted to attend the opening and would have seen the show several 

times if I had the time.  Or if I didn't have to rush back that same night to southern 

Delaware and attend Josh’s wedding the next day. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EVALUATION 

Overall, I think the entire process was a wonderful experience.  I was very 

pleased to finally get to design a show for my friend, Peter.  I was also very 

pleased to get to create a world for a show that I had always wanted to be 

involved with.  When evaluating the overall effectiveness of the design I have to 

rely on standards and goals that were recommended to me by former mentors. 

The first critique I made towards myself was whether or not the set “masks 

itself”.  Furthermore, I had to ask myself if the set delineated the play space in a 

cohesive manner?  With our budgets, and the sheer size of Tomlinson, I found it 

very difficult to create any type of conventional scenery that would mask the 

wings in an elegant way.  Although the thrust maintained much of the focus, I 

would have liked to be able to make a more complete void to set it in.  The tabs 

and masking that exists in Tomlinson are in rough shape and it would have been 

more effective to be able to create some type of a “designed surround”.   

The next question I asked myself was if the existing scenery focused the 

audience’s attention to the action or if the focus was scattered.  After I concluded 

that I would not be able to design any type of surround for Tomlinson, I knew that 

whatever scenery I did put on would have to shape the space and the light 

passing through the scenery to direct the focus to the stage.  Although, for the 

most part, the panels achieved that effect, I did sometimes find myself dwelling 

on them (usually when Chris used one of his more vibrant LED effects). 
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The final question that I usually ask myself after finishing a production is a 

contentious one.  While looking at the set, can any other performance be 

produced on its scenery?  Or, does this set have a piece of its soul missing while 

it is dark, and is it only a complete composition while our cast is onstage?  In my 

mind, a good set is one that can only be used for the show for which it was 

designed.  A design that serves many shows is a design without a soul.  That 

type of design can do many things well but does nothing perfectly.  In my mind, 

this set could only make sense for Spring Awakening, and furthermore, my set 

could only serve the talented cast that trod its boards for one October.
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APPENDICIES 

APPENDIX	  A	  
LIST OF CHARACTERS 

The Children 

Melchior: headstrong, handsome, and charismatic.  

Moritz: Melchior's intense and nervous best friend. He feels intense pressure 

from his parents and his peers to succeed. 

Wendla: a childhood friend of the boys. She has a romantic and sexual 

connection with Melchior. 

Ilse: another childhood friend who runs away from an abusive home to become a 

Bohemian. 

Hänschen: a very humorous, and almost arrogant classmate. 

Ernst: a naive classmate. He is Hanschen's love interest. 

Martha: one of Wendla's friends who is abused by her father. 

Georg: another classmate who lusts after his older, busty piano teacher. 

Otto: another classmate who has a dream about his mother. 

Thea: a school girl and Wendla's best friend. 

Anna: a school girl and Martha's best friend. 

The Adults 

Frau Bergmann, Wendla's mother. 

Fanny Gabor, Melchior's mother. 

Frau Bessell, Martha's mother. 

Fräulein Grossebustenhalter, Georg's piano teacher. 
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Fraulein Knuppeldick, an associate of Headmaster Knochenbruch. 

Headmaster Knochenbruch, the boys' school headmaster. 

Herr Sonnenstich, a schoolteacher. 

Herr Gabor, Melchior's father. 

Herr Stiefel, Moritz's father. 

Herr Rilow, Hanschen's father 

Herr Neumann, Ilse's Father. 

Father Kaulbach, a priest. 

Doctor von Brausepulver 

Schmidt, the abortionist. 
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APPENDIX	  B	  

LIST OF SONGS 

Act I 

"Mama Who Bore Me" – Wendla 

"Mama Who Bore Me" (Reprise) – Wendla and Girls 

"All That's Known" – Melchior 

"The Bitch of Living" – Moritz, Melchior and Boys 

"My Junk" – Girls and Boys 

"Touch Me" – Boys and Girls 

"The Word of Your Body" – Wendla and Melchior 

"The Dark I Know Well" – Martha, Ilse and Boys 

"And Then There Were None" – Moritz and Boys 

"The Mirror-Blue Night" – Melchior and Boys 

"I Believe" – Boys and Girls 

Act II 

"The Guilty Ones" – Wendla, Melchior, Boys and Girls 

"Don't Do Sadness" – Moritz 

"Blue Wind" – Ilse 

"Don't Do Sadness/Blue Wind" – Moritz and Ilse 

"Left Behind" – Melchior, Boys and Girls 

"Totally Fucked" – Melchior and Full Company (except Moritz) 

"The Word of Your Body" (Reprise) – Hanschen, Ernst, Boys and Girls 

"Whispering" – Wendla 
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"Those You've Known" – Moritz, Wendla and Melchior 

"The Song of Purple Summer" – Ilse and Full Company 
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APPENDIX	  C	  

IMAGE RESEARCH 

From	  CORBISIMAGES	  
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APPENDIX	  D	  
GROUNDPLAN 

Generated	  using	  Vectorworks	  2012	  
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APPENDIX	  E	  

SL CENTERLINE SECTION 

Generated	  using	  Vectorworks	  2012	  
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APPENDIX	  F	  
DECK PLAN 

Generated	  using	  Vectorworks	  2012	  
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APPENDIX	  G	  

DETAIL ELEVATIONS 

Generated	  using	  Vectorworks	  2012	  
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APPENDIX	  H	  

FRONTAL ELEVATION 

Generated	  using	  Vectorworks	  2012	  
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APPENDIX	  I	  

3D HIDDEN LINE RENDERING 

Generated	  using	  Vectorworks	  2012	  
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APPENDIX	  J	  

1/8” SCALE MODELS PHOTOS 

	  
VERSION	  #1	  
	  
	  

	  
VERSION	  #2	  
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VERSION	  #3	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
VERSION	  #4	  
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APPENDIX	  K	  

¼” SCALE MODEL PHOTOS 
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APPENDIX	  M	  
PROP LIST 
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APPENDIX	  N	  

PAINT ELEVATIONS 
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APPENDIX	  O	  

PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS 

	  
“MY	  JUNK”	  

	  

	  
“TOUCH	  ME”	  
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“TOUCH	  ME”	  
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“LEFT	  BEHIND”	  

	  

	  
“TOTALLY	  FUCKED”	  
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“TOTALLY	  FUCKED”	  


